Overlapping Ovals

Directions: Instruct students to fill in the blanks in circles with overlapping similarities and differences. Create your own, with and/or without students' help.

Provide words for blanks, if necessary. Possible answers for this example include: windows, seats, pilot, transportation, wings, flies, needs energy, uses sight, legs, feathers, animal, eats worms.

Analogies

Use similarities and differences to complete analogies. For example,

Banana is to apple  as corn is to ________________.
Monday is to Wednesday  as January is to ________________.
Finger is to hand  as toe is to ________________.
Number is to fraction  as angle is to ________________.
Sentence is to period  as story is to ________________.
Time is to clock  as date is to ________________.
Feather is to light  as brick is to ________________.
Beetle is to insect  as lizard is to ________________.

Create your own. Instruct students to create their own.